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Summary of Resiliency Workshop, February 1, 2017 
Presentations  

 Eddie Oldfield – Overview of Sendai framework; Results of AMANB projects 2014-2016; overview of 

FCM Green Municipal Fund 

At the start of the workshop, Eddie gave an overview of the Sendai Framework for Disaster Risk Reduction (see 

http://www.unisdr.org/we/coordinate/sendai-framework), tied results of AMANB’s resiliency work to the 

Sendai priorities and noted that our resiliency efforts align well.  Eddie went through the Rural Disaster 

Resiliency Portal and the UN ISDR 10 Essentials for Disaster Risk Reduction - and gave a brief overview of 

where NB municipalities are for each Essential.  He also shared what Sendai priorities these results refer to.  

Results of the 10 Essentials exercise conducted in 2014 demonstrated common areas for improvement among 

municipalities. It was noted that it would be good to periodically run the exercise using the 10 Essentials (every 

2 or 3 years) for monitoring progress.  Eddie also shared results of a telephone survey, outlined additional 

resources, and provided information on FCM Green Municipal Fund for climate risk assessment and 

adaptation.  The representative of NB Department of Environment and Local Government, noted that by 2020, 

NB will phase in a requirement for communities to have an adaptation plan, including communities that are 

not municipalities but in high risk areas.  DELG is working on rules that tie infrastructure funding to the 

existence of climate considerations in their plans.  A final suggestion was made that participants look at 

resiliency outside of just emergency events for tonight’s session, as well as to prepare for the next event. 

 Jeff Hoyt, NB Climate Change Secretariat 

Jeff said he was going to talk about the adaptation side of what the Secretariat is doing.  The presentation 

described several challenges associated with climate change, the context and actions being taken by the 

province. For sea level rise, he said it is estimated to increase up to 1m (Daigle, 2012) by 2100. Sea level rise 

may also affect inland areas more than you might think, and province is currently modelling potential impacts. 

Coastal adaptation tools and assessments have been developed and are becoming more available to help with 

community planning and emergency response planning. Raised the point of where municipalities place 

infrastructure.  There are tools to help inform where infrastructure should be placed based on expected 

climate changes.  There was quite a bit of interest in the temperature projections, maps, and especially the 

chart showing predicted days over 30 degrees.  Climate in NB is going to be wetter, warmer, and stormier. The 

trend is increasing heat and precipitation, but there is fluctuation around that trend so don’t expect NB to turn 

into Florida.   

Secretariat is not regulatory.  They are facilitating, trying to get the right information at hand to help people 

make the right decisions.  Jeff promoted the ETF and the work that it does on the assessment side, and that a 

lot of the information developed in the past is available. 

Discussion  
Discussion around EMO plans/generators/quick fixes during a winter emergency emerged.  Concern emerged 

about ensuring citizens of LSDs are also taken care of.  Who is responsible and when do those in charge start 

worrying about LSDs and how do they go about it. 

Point raised about sharing outside of our regions after a disaster hits.  For example, after Arthur, there was 

discussion around Fredericton saying thank goodness this didn’t happen in winter.  Now it has happened in 
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winter, and had lessons learned from Arthur helped other parts of the province prepare in advance of the 

current ice storm. 

Right now, the only cross-sector sharing for resiliency that we are aware of are these AMANB sessions.  It was 

noted there used to be a roundtable on emergency management.  May be time to revive it after the current 

storm, as there will be interest for the next 6-8 months. 

Danielle shared that the AMA is holding an asset management session later in Feb. and FCM will be there 

talking about asset management and their new climate change programs.  AMA will take that information and 

see where we can go to help our municipalities move forward.  A suggestion came up to pitch this to RSCs as 

well, because it includes LSDs.  Get the RSCs on board and they could be a strong voice and co-ordination 

ability. 

The amount of information required to run a newly formed municipality is sometimes overwhelming.  While 

the province did a good job helping a newly incorporated municipality understand how to run meetings, set up 

by-laws, etc.,  not much on the magnitude of their responsibilities such as taking care of their citizens in an 

emergency, or planning for resiliency (that service-delivery arm of the provincial government side of things). 

Hanwell shared it’s difficult for small municipalities to prepare the plans.  Jeff shared that ETF can help with 

that, and there is a pool of NGOs and consultants who can help with that. 

Dept. of Health is hoping communities will get more involved in helping their citizens be more prepared. 

West Nile came up as a question.  Dept. of Health shared that cities seem more vulnerable to that disease than 

rural areas.  Remains to be seen if it will become a problem in Canada due to changing climate. 

Information about Fredericton seniors and vulnerable person registry was shared, and newsletters handed 

out.  Eddie shared that some communities are setting up their own vulnerable persons registries, and some 

participants indicated an interest to develop theirs. 

 

Table-Top Exercise 
Participants gathered around maps of their respective communities and Eddie gave overview of exercise.  

Ended up with 2 self-selected groups, with participants from 5 communities.  Throughout the group discussion, 

participants used maps to denote community features, potential vulnerabilities, and resiliency measures.   

In addition to a guide/legend the exercise relies on local knowledge and creativity.  The group was receptive to 

this style of exercise, Good discussion around the table - Discussed various real events and how response went 

and whether issues were addressed.  Eddie shared information as the exercise went along, such as emergency 

shelters/warming centres need to be assessed for suitability before they can be used.  Discussion went from 

flood zone to flooding in general that’s increasing due to heavy precipitation combined with community design 

and changes in forestry practices.  Some communities are surveying their citizens to learn who’s flooding now 

who may never have flooded before.  Standard flood maps don’t capture that information. 

Eddie shared that all of the map data shown tonight is available on GeoNB and from the federal govt.  Eddie’s 

prompting of items to look for helped participants further their mapping. 



 

 

 

Participants denote hazards, vulnerabilities, resiliency measures, emergency routes, and community 

engagement on maps during a table top exercise in Fredericton 

Hazards:   Participants from each community (Hanwell, Fredericton, Perth, Florenceville, Moncton) 

identified and discussed hazards of concern, and ranked them in terms of probability and 

consequence.  For example: 

 Hazards included: 

o For Perth-Andover: Atmospheric hazards (e.g. blizzards, extreme weather); forest fires, 

hydrological hazards, and power outages, and moderate risk from other hazards.  

o Moncton: Atmospheric hazards; hydrological hazards, and hazardous material spills, and 

moderate risk from other hazards. 

o Hanwell: Atmospheric hazards; forest fires; food shortages; power outages. 

o Fredericton: Atmospheric, hydrological, and heat event hazards were the focus. 

 

 

See a snapshot of the maps from the exercise below: 

 



 

 

 
The color code of stickers/stickies is:  Blue = community feature;  Red = vulnerability; Green = asset that 

improves resilience or can be used during a disaster; green circle = area to encourage new development; red 

crosshairs = areas to discourage development; red lines = emergency arteries / evacuation routes; Yellow 

sticky with red star = location of community event. 



 

 

In addition to hazards described above, participants also highlighted the following on the maps: 

Vulnerabilities:  To the extent possible, participants identified potential vulnerabilities from the 

hazards of most concern.  These were identified on the map, and included: seniors’ residences; 

hospital; a few flood-prone neighborhoods; a downtown core; a provincial EMO Operations Center; a 

Dam; and some transmission lines.  Issues of cross sector non-communication, was raised. 

Assets for resilience: Some communities have existing shelters and some are planning new 

emergency shelters (using existing buildings).  These include schools, arenas, community centers, and 

other municipal facilities (town hall) are also considered assets.  It was noted, Red Cross offers to 

provide assistance in assessing any building being considered as an emergency shelter to offer 

recommendations.   

Adaptation/Resiliency improvements: Participants denoted possible infrastructure 

improvements and land use planning; designated emergency shelters and back-up power; areas where 

development should be discouraged, as well as areas to encourage development and build back better 

(areas that are not vulnerable to known hazards and are accessible).  Comment that land use planning 

outside of municipalities needs to be better planned.  Sprawl makes response challenging.  

Unincorporated areas aren’t as well regulated in terms of building in risky areas.  By-laws should be 

put in place that regulates things such as if building in a flood plain, no electrical can be installed below 

the flood level. 

Emergency arteries:  Participants were able to draw primary emergency arteries, and secondary 

/ alternative routes for emergency vehicles, evacuations, etc.  Participants agreed it might be a good 

idea to exercise evacuation plans.  Comments that signage indicating emergency routes and directions 

to shelters are not well used around here.  Discussion around what could be done for communities like 

Fredericton that has multiple possible evacuation routes, and different ones may be better depending 

on the type and location of emergency.  Evolved to muster points and practicing with citizens on 

getting to muster points and registering to raise awareness. 

Community Engagement: Participants selected a venue to engage their community; some 

choosing a designated emergency shelter for the location. 

Action Planning: 
These results are captured from a rapid-fire action planning exercise, where participants are asked to mark on 

a sticky, based on earlier discussion, what they think the key needs are / what are some key goals and possible 

actions that can be taken.  The answers are then read out loud and collected and arranged in categories onto a 

panel.  The result is useful to identify unique and common needs, potential goals, and to synthesize 

participant’s recommendations for actions, all described here:  (a. b. and c. follow through) 

Goals (These goals are based on the needs identified by participants, and are grouped thematically) 

a) Effective offline and online communication, community education, public engagement / preparedness 

b) A significant reduction in vulnerability: municipalities adopt risk-based land use and building practices, 

reduce flood risk, and ensure basic needs are met (shelter, energy/heat, food). 

c) Plans: Local and regional disaster plans are updated and exercised.   

 



 

 

Actions (These actions were identified by participants, and are grouped thematically) 

a) Communication: Hold information sessions; Public meetings to engage; Give incentives to 

participate to the public e.g. points card.   Facebook Fridays – push out content on social 

media e.g. on personal preparedness. Communicate incentives for preparedness activities 

(eg. Tax credit for generators).  Promote 72 hr plan e.g. 72 hr planning workshops at 

Superstore – walk them through what they actually need; launch a campaign to encourage 

the public to be self-sufficient for 72 hours after an emergency.  Publish a succinct disaster 

plan.  Communicate evacuation routes.  Use community newsletters. Encourage use of 

Sentinel system to issue alerts.  Comment that having multi-stakeholder discussion is 

valuable.  Good to hear other perspectives.  Teach kids.   

b) Reduce Vulnerability: Modify planning act language. Better planning for new 

construction/zoning, better land use decisions for emerging development; Mitigate 

development in flood prone areas.   Need a community centre that can serve as a shelter. 

Plan disaster evacuation routes.  Invest in renewables that could be resilient through a 

storm. Need to overcome the ‘it will never happen to me’ mentality.  Practice helps.   

c) Plans: Regional support for plans; Mandate an EMO committee; government should 

provide training courses for municipalities to help them prepare their citizens. Publish a 

succinct disaster plan. Need funding (e.g. ETF, GMF) for plans. Joint plans with 

neighbouring municipalities/regional plans. Identify experts at municipalities’ disposal 

early in the planning process.  Hold regular disaster exercises.  Need to go through the 

motions, not just talk  



 

 

Summary Feedback / Evaluation Forms 

What they liked best:  Many participants indicated the table top exercise and discussion were 

the best parts of the workshop, the hands-on learning, as well as hearing from municipal leaders.  It 

was noted that a small group = better exchange of information.   
 

What they liked least: temperature  

Biggest insights that emerged from this workshop: 
 Importance of communication, getting information to residents. Communities require more 

education on the importance / what is involved in emergency preparedness.    

 Plans are needed 

 Common challenges faced by all 

 The clustering of community assets(?) 

 Funding is available 

 Material provided can be used as a guide 

Actions that may be taken as a result of attending: 
 Better use of tools 

 Update HIRA (hazard-identification and risk assessment) in our organization’s response plan 

 Staff discussions, plan for the future 

 Resiliency Plan 

 Push for community progress 

Will the material help advance resiliency planning / projects in your 

community region: All (100%) said yes.  

Further recommendations / feedback: 
 Well done! Thank-you! 

 It was a lot more interesting than I thought it would be. 

 Thought it would be higher level, and appreciated that it was brought down to on-the-ground 

examples.  The mapping is a useful exercise.  The RSCs should be here.  

 Request to hold this type of session as a day time / full day event. 

 Will there be continuation of the Provincial Roundtable on EM and Resiliency? It would be of 

interest to continue sharing lessons learned across the Province. 

Participants: 
Christy Arseneau, Wanigan Consulting 
Jeff Hoyt, NB Climate Change Secretariat 
Ed Sipprell, Energy Resource Development 
Troy McQuinn, Ambulance NB 
Melanie Frost, Hanwell Rural Community 
Terri Parker, Hanwell Rural Community 
Stacey Kelley, Public Health NB 
Chris Melvin, Hanwell Rural Community 
Alex Oldfield, Fredericton Age Friendly Community Advisory Committee 
Na-Koshie Lamptey, Public Health NB 
Danielle Charron, AMANB 


